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A Report from the “Other” ISHS
Bernard Schweizer, Long Island University , Brooklyn
I attended the 34th annual conference of the International Society for Humor
Studies (whose acronym is also ISHS) in Oakland, CA, from June 29-July 3. This
conference is big enough to last almost an entire week, with more than 150
participants! Our ISHS has some growing to do before we can rival that, not to
speak of holding annual conferences that size.
Let me begin by saying that I was kindly received into the fold of this group,
although I was something of an oddball. Most folks at that conference are social
scientists, with a lot of psychologists (especially from “positive psychology”), a
good number of linguists, neurologists, media studies experts, a handful of
philosophers, and a sprinkling of literary folks like me.
It was an edifying experience to see how colleagues from the social sciences do
things at a conference. For starters, they do not read their talks off a prepared
script, which was a revelation to me—it can be done! Of course, not all of their
PowerPoint talks (and I mean talks) were equally compelling, but the average
paper did indeed benefit from the unscripted delivery method. I must admit that
some presentations went a bit over my head, since much of it was statistical data.
I was bombarded with terms like "Discriminant validities," "multitraitmultimodal matrix," "principal component analysis," "factor loadings," and (my
favorite) "Crombach alphas." But several of even the statistics-heavy papers could
at least partially reach me.
For instance, one such paper investigated the effects of humor on subjective wellbeing, taking a positive-psychology approach. The researchers found statistically
relevant correlations between degree of well-being and sense of humor.
However, these effects almost disappeared when the researchers controlled for
personality. In other words, what made for the relative increase in well-being
among humorous people (compared to their more dour peers) was primarily a
function of personality rather than a result of laughter per se. Thus, it is not
necessarily the case that laughing makes a person happier. Rather, a person is
happier if she has personality traits that dispose him or her to laugh more easily.
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However, there is hope even for the
humor-challenged – although the positive
effects were greatly reduced once the
researchers controlled for personality, the
effects of laughter on well-being did not
entirely disappear, they were simply quite
small. So, laughter may not be the best or
the only medicine against the blues, but it
surely doesn’t hurt either.
The conference was run efficiently at Holy
Names University, a religious institution
of higher learning near San Francisco.
Interestingly, there was hardly any
comment on the intersection of faith
and laughter at this conference. If
anything, the relationship between
religion and comedy was
downplayed, both generally and
specifically. The specific
downplaying happened in the wake
of my own talk. My presentation
was titled “Faith and Laughter: An
Empirical Study of the Relationship
between Religious SelfIdentification and Humor
Appreciation.” I presented my
research on the question whether
one’s religious affiliation (or nonreligious status) can serve as a
predictor of humor appreciation. My datadriven conclusion went over smoothly,
including my finding that only the most
openly blasphemous comedy causes a
statistically relevant divergence in
responses between atheists and practicing
Christians (although even that difference
was relatively small). One way to look at
this is to conclude that today’s practicing
Christians are not heeding 2000 years of
theological and ecclesiastical
condemnations of laughter and comedy.
To my surprise and considerable
consternation, several audience members
flatly rejected the thesis that official
Christianity (Church, theology, clergy,
dogma) has long been hostile to laughter. I
tried to counter with quotes by Basil,
Jerome, St. John of Chrysostom, even
Reinhold Niehbuhr; I figuratively waved
the Benedictine monastic rule book
forbidding laughter in front of them; and I
listed the names of theologians-of-laughter
(Karl-Joseph Kuschel, Jacqueline Bussie,
Gerald Arbuckle, James Martin, Conrad
Hyers, Charles Campbell, William
Whedbee, etc.) who all acknowledge
Christianity’s deep-seated suspicion
against laughter – but I could not gain any
traction with my disputants. They had
completely internalized the acceptance of
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humor in contemporary religious life
without seeing it as a recent, heterodox
phenomenon. Hence, they and I came
almost to the same conclusion, but from
opposed directions. I argued that
contemporary Christians are welldisposed toward humor (even
blasphemous humor) despite the pervasive
theological opposition to laughter
throughout the ages; they thought that
since Christians welcome humor today, it
must have always been part of religious
life.

Holy Names University in Oakland
I gave my talk wearing the “official” ISHS
t-shirt (showing Cristiano Banti's 1857
painting "Galileo Facing the Catholic
Inquisition" and the title of our newsletter,
exCommunicated), and during the
discussion following my talk, I did indeed
begin to feel a bit like a heretic among my
fellow humor scholars, many of whom
were unwilling to acknowledge
Christianity’s troubling past in dealing
with the very subject they are making a
living studying. One Christian in the
audience flatly stated that Jerome, Basil,
Chrysostom, Saint Augustine, et al. were
not relevant to Christianity. This made me
wonder who the heretic was in this
exchange. That no amount of theological
argument could deter him from this view
shows, if nothing else, that theology may
have a tenuous hold on the lived Christian
experience of Americans like him. Indeed,
privileging personal experience over
matters of doctrine and institutional
dogma betrays an inherently protestant
bent.
Later that day, I talked to one of my new
acquaintances, a friendly professor a few
years my senior from the University of
Chicago; he happened to share my views,

and when I recounted my experience, he
patted me on the shoulder and said
reassuringly: “Don’t worry, Bernard, you
are right—they are wrong.” The upside of
this episode is that I know I am not
treading on territory meticulously covered
by scholars and that there is some real
work to be done to shed more light on the
subject of religion and humor and to edify
people about the heretical potential of
laughter. Jacqueline Bussie has made a
good start in her book The Laughter of the
Oppressed (2007) when she stated that “The
church, from Augustine on down
through the Middle Ages, thus
interprets laughter vis-à-vis
Christianity, the church, and God,
as a pernicious phenomenon that
seeks to undermine ecclesiastical
authority and doctrine” (17). I
don’t think laughter’s subversive
potential has evaporated just
because contemporary practicing
Christians don’t think laughter is a
problem any longer. Perhaps, the
subversive force of laughter (as
explored in this newsletter by John
Holloway’s essay on the SNL skit
“Djesus Uncrossed”) only reaches
deeper into the psyche of believers now
that they are no longer resistant to
laughter, including comedy targeting their
religion.
Appropriately enough I’d like to finish
with a humorous anecdote: my new friend
from the University of Chicago had a way
of turning almost any of my statements
into witty quips. For instance, while
watching me fumbling with the hot and
cold water valves in the bathroom, failing
to turn off the water because the valves
turned in counter-intuitive directions, he
noted drily: “that’s why there’s a drought
in California—you can’t turn these damn
things off...” After a few more quips, I
complimented him with the words “You
are as funny as Sam Johnson ever was,” to
which his reply came instantly “and I’m as
old as him, too.” Going by the research
described earlier, this man’s sense of
humor has a measurable effect on the wellbeing of people around him.
I am now a member of two ISHS
organizations and expect to attend many
more conferences of both associations.
Who knows, the two organizations might
establish friendly diplomatic relations in
the near future – I’d gladly volunteer as an
ambassador.
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CALL FOR PAPERS
Second Conference of the International Society for Heresy Studies
Heresy, Belief, and Ideology: Dissent in Politics and Religion
June 1-3, 2016, New York City
Deadline for conference proposals: March 1, 2016
The International Society for Heresy Studies announces a Call for Papers for its second biennial conference at
New York University, June 1-3, 2016. The conference theme will broadly focus on ideological aspects of heresy
in both religion and politics. Throughout history, definitions of “heresy” have been crucial to defining “orthodox”
belief, worship, and practice. Indeed, every faith, ideology, and institution must struggle over what is deemed
heretical as part of defining what is deemed normative, and it is hard to imagine any ideology (even an antiideology ideology) that does not draw a boundary to mark what is subversive or unacceptable. This
interdisciplinary conference will provide a platform for scholars, writers, and artists to explore the relationships
between belief (orthodox and heterodox), ideology, the church or state, and art around the world. This focus
includes attention to the ways in which religion and religious actors participate in public discourse, contribute
to debates over public values and social policy, and effect — and are affected by — activity in the political
sphere. While we encourage proposals relevant to the conference theme, we also encourage panel, seminar,
and roundtable proposals on all topics related to heresy. We welcome submissions from scholars working in
literature, religion, history, theology, art history, philosophy, political science, sociology, anthropology, gender
studies, cultural studies or any other attendant discipline, as well as from creative writers, artists, and musicians
whose work might be appropriate to the conference theme. Our second conference follows a successful
inaugural conference in 2014 which included Thomas J. J. Altizer, James Wood, and Rebecca Newberger
Goldstein as plenary speakers.
Potential subjects include but are not limited to:














Political “heretics” (Such as Malcolm X, Andrea Dworkin, Karl Marx, etc)
Science, public policy, secularism
Radical theology
Black Lives Matter, LGBT issues, Civil rights advocacy, etc.
Radicalism and religion in history
The utility of heresy in theological discourse
Politics of missionary theology
Sacred spaces and political power
Islamophobia in government, media, and literature
Free speech issues and faith (such as with Charlie Hebdo)
Religious debate in popular culture
Political theology and associated thinkers (Schmitt, Zizek, Critchley, Agamben)
Atheism, agnosticism and unbelief in the public or political sphere

The International Society for Heresy Studies is an organization founded to support the study of the meanings,
functions, and histories of heretical belief systems, especially their expression in literature and art. The Society
further aims to illuminate the legal, artistic, social, and moral ramifications of blasphemy and iconoclasm, as
manifested in literary and artistic works. It also encourages scholarship on non-God-centric secular visions, and
it fosters inquiries into atheist critiques of theism. Finally, the Society supports work that tries to determine what
happens to blasphemy and heresy when religion is conceived in more material terms such as ethnicity,
tradition, ritual, or lifestyle.
The Society does not promote the study of heresy in order to advance Christian (or other theistic) apologetics,
nor does it seek to explore heretical, blasphemous, or atheist views in order to condemn them. It equally does
not agitate against religion but invites contributions to the understanding of heresy, blasphemy, and unbelief
from both believers and unbelievers.
Please email abstracts of no more than 250 words to
Dr. Gregory Erickson at gte1@nyu.edu by March 1, 2016.
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R E F L E C T I O N S

Toward Defining a Heretical Identity
Bella Tendler Krieger, Florida International University
“Look to the man whom the masses have
charged with heresy and take your
knowledge from him”
It is somewhat strange that we call
ourselves a “Society for Heresy Studies.”
Heresy is not a neutral descriptive term, it
is pejorative. Historically, it served as an
insult that that the mainstream within
society cast against theological dissidents.
There is also no fixed essence of heresy.
That which was deemed heretical was
always contingent upon the particular
historical context. A dogma may have been
heretical in one time or place, and
completely orthodox in another. Heresy,
or rather, heterodoxy, is merely that which
was contrary to the orthodoxy. But what
makes a doctrine orthodox? As John Locke
cleverly put it in A Letter Concerning
Toleration, “Everyone is orthodox to
himself.” No man considers himself a
heretic. Is it then appropriate for us, as
scholars of religion, to use this term when
speaking of our subjects? Moreover, since
our subjects are so diverse, is there
something that actually binds our work?
Should there really be an International
Society for Heresy Studies?
While John Locke’s observation is
undoubtedly true on the personal level,
only one group in each context actually
has the ability to make the claim to
orthodoxy stick, and this is the majority.
This is why orthodox identity has always
been inextricably tied to notions of
catholicity and or consensus. The most
obvious example is Roman Catholicism,
where the very name functioned as a
polemic against smaller Christian sects
who by their minority status could not
possibly possess the truth. In the tradition
I study, which is Islam, this same idea is
inherent in the term Sunni, which is the
group most commonly associated with
Islamic orthodoxy. Sunni is an
abbreviation of ahl as-sunna wa l-jamāʻa,
which means, “Those who follow the
practice of the Prophet Muhammad and
the consensus of the community.” In a
famous hadith, Muhammad is recorded as
saying, “My community will never agree
upon an error” and therefore the notion of
religious consensus (ijmāʿ) was elevated to
a source of law alongside the Quran and
Hadith. Heretics, according to this schema,
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were those who departed from the
majority position. In Rabbinic Judaism the
principle of “majority rules” was taken
even a step further, as is demonstrated by
the famous Talmudic narrative of the oven
of Akhnai (Babylonian Talmud, Baba
Metzia 59b). In this story, even a heavenly
endorsement could not convince the rabbis
to follow the lone position of Rabbi Eliezer
concerning the purity of the Akhnai’s
oven. The truth, as Rabbi Yehoshua
proclaimed, “Is not in heaven;” it is in the
consensus of the rabbis.
So if catholicity allowed the majority
groups to establish their identity as
orthodox, how did the dissident groups
we study understand their place in the
world? How did they make sense of their
small number of adherents, their lack of
political influence, and the fact that others
had the power to label them as heretics
and punish them for their beliefs? In my
own research on the Nuṣayrī- ʿAlawīs, a
heterodox Shiite sect founded in the tenth
century, I have encountered several
polemical maneuvers with which they
came to terms with their heretical identity.
I hope that by sharing these with the
society, we may come closer to
determining an ideology common to our
various approaches.
Instead of employing majority status to
legitimize their position, the NuṣayrīʿAlawīs turned to the notion of elitism and
esotericism. They insisted that only the
few are worthy of possessing the truth; the
masses are misguided. According to their
most commonly repeated aphorism,
“None can bear [our doctrine] but an angel
who is close [to God], a prophet sent as an
apostle, or a believer whose heart God has
tested with knowledge and faith.” In their
estimation, their small numbers made
them an aristocracy rather than a sect, and
the inaccessibility of their beliefs
demonstrated their precious value. Instead
of propagandizing, the Nuṣayrī- ʿAlawīs
protected their doctrines with oaths of
secrecy and rigorous rites of initiation.
While Nuṣayrī scholars polemicized at
length against their Sunni and Shiite
opponents, they generally eschewed
political ambitions, delaying the moment
of their political ascendency to an

eschatological future. They embraced a
rejectionist ideology, according to which
their underdog status is proof of their
chosenness. Of course, the sect has not
always been quietist. In the fourteenth
century the Nuṣayrīs staged a Mahdist
rebellion, and their recent rise to power in
Syria along with the Assad regime shows
that they have at times been interested in
politics. However, in the former example,
the rebels believed that the messianic age
had arrived, and in the latter example, the
rise had more to do with secular Baʿathism
and sectarian nepotism than any kind of
religious ideology.
The final point I want to make is that
although Nuṣayrīs clearly thought of
themselves as possessors of the truth, they
also at times embraced their heretical
identity as a badge of honor. There is a
striking Nuṣayrī hadith that instructs
believers to, “look to the man whom the
masses have charged with heresy, [whom
they] have dissociated from, and accused
of ignorance, and take your religion from
him.” The very accusation of heresy
leveled against such a man endorses his
teachings, as it epitomizes his alienation
from a sinful and disbelieving majority.
The same is true for all members of the
sect, who by their nonconformity show
their contempt for the deluded orthodox
masses.
In the case of the Nuṣayrī- ʿAlawīs,
minority status encouraged their
development of an esoteric and elitist
stance towards doctrine and a worldrejecting ideology with regards to power.
By reinterpreting their worldly failures as
successes, they were able to defiantly
embrace their notoriety as heretics. Are
these polemical maneuvers common to
other minority religious groups? Are there
additional tactics shared by the sects we
study? If so, might it be appropriate for us
to define a heretical identity in the
ideological and polemical stratagems
adopted by the losers in the struggle for
orthodoxy? Might there in fact be a
heretical essence after all? I look forward
to discussing these questions with you at
the next meeting of our Society for Heresy
Studies.
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R E F L E C T I O N S

Hip Hop Heresy
Corey Whalen, Newport RI
Heresy provides a space for outcast opinions to exist within or
under the mainstream. These opinions act as challenges to the
dominant norms of the orthodox--challenges which are often
necessary. All this is to say not only that orthodoxy cannot exist
without heresy, but, more clearly, that heresy is a powerful and
necessary component to how orthodoxy understands itself and is
understood.
Particularly relevant to America in 2015 is the way that ideological
heresy reveals itself to orthodoxy, as the problem of racism once
again dominates newspaper headlines. One widely influential way
that heresy is revealed in racial terms is through the genre of hiphop music. Hip-hop culture, particularly rap, is an honest
expression of the experience of black American life--with its pride
as well as its problems; that’s why it tends to be called a “raw”
artform. Hip-hop often manifests itself as the voice of the
oppressed within urban life, and it is constantly trying to find
creative new ways to speak about the realities of the world around
it; such as its intentional misspelling and mispronunciation of
words, as well as its use of profanity. Twisting the words and rules
of proper language creates a language that that breaks from the
traditional language of the dominant culture, one that is unique to
the culture of the inner-city hip-hop community. This community
has experienced its fair share of racism and the marginalization
that results. The use of profanity by rappers is often a way to draw
attention to these ugly realities and remind the dominant culture
that they exist. Dominant culture considers its marginalized
communities to be deviant and strives to minimize the influence of
this otherness. Many hip-hop artists use poetry and metaphor to
revolt against this oppression and to invert traditional systems of
understanding the world. Growing up in poverty is no longer
shameful, but a badge of authenticity demonstrative of one’s own
power to survive.
Expert in linguistics, Scott Crossley delves into a discussion about
metaphors in rap music in his article for the African American
Review, “Metaphorical Conceptions in Hip-Hop.” In it, he
considers those advantages of metaphorical language over literal
language. Poetry and metaphor enable speakers to express ideas
that are not possible to articulate in literal language. It also allows
concepts to be communicated in a concise way, rather than being
forced, as with literal speech, to ramble on extraneously. “Most
importantly, metaphors, unlike literal speech, [are] able to describe
the vividness of human experience in terms that only humans
[can] express.”
Metaphors tend to be specific to the language of their respective
communities. The creation of new metaphors is therefore the
creation of new concepts that were not previously accessible in the
established literal language. Crossley notes “that poetry depends
on metaphor to create imaginative worlds.” Hip-hop does this to
create alternate ways of thinking about everyday humanity. It
speaks to our current circumstances, but not in a way that would
be possible with literal language. It speaks in the language of the
street. It alludes to certain ideas in rather clever ways, tricky ways.
It “flips the script” on literal language and makes it something
new—something fresh.
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Crossley writes:
Metaphors give people new understandings of their collective
experience and new meanings to their past, their daily lives, and
their collective knowledge and beliefs. New metaphors have the
power to create a new reality for both the listener and the
speaker; they cause both to understand their experiences in
different ways. This new meaning is heightened further when
discourse communities adjust to act and think according to the
terms of the new metaphor….As a product of a historically oral
culture that embodies familiar metaphoric traits such as satire,
irony, indeterminacy, sexuality, loyalty, betrayal, closure, and
encasement, African American rap music is especially rich in
metaphoric language.
There is sub-genre of rap known as “conscious” rap – rap that is
socially conscious in its challenges to dominant, socially-accepted
political and cultural values. Conscious rappers insist that even
their use of violent, sexual, misogynistic, and otherwise hostile
metaphors is in fact socially responsible in that such inappropriate,
foul language grabs attention to not only remind people that these
realities exist, but also that we have a responsibility to recognize
them. Participating in rap music means participating in a cultural,
artistic vehicle of bridging gaps. By upsetting orthodoxy and by
creatively trying to express the depths of the urban experience,
these rap artists are grabbing the attention of the dominant society
and forcing them to notice realities that they have either turned
their backs on or ignored.
It is important to note that there is an internal critique going on
within rap which points a finger at much of what is considered
mainstream hip-hop. A lot of the rap that people hear on the radio
is produced with monetary reward in mind and it’s tragically
unaware of the cost of its influence. But there is a difference
between rap that is ignorant and rap that is intentional and socially
conscious. Many rappers today are easily manipulated by big
record labels and produce little more than feel-good, mindless rap.
These rappers are not conscious of how their lyrics are being
perceived. Many of such lyrics fail to have something valuable to
say to the hip-hop community. Conscious rap, on the other hand,
finds purpose in its lyrics by attempting to bring ugly realities like
racism to light in order to remind the rest of society that they exist.
Conscious rap is heretical at its core, but its heresy becomes
influential when it speaks to a mainstream audience. Most
conscious hip-hop exists within the world of underground rap in
which there is little interest in associating or interacting with the
mainstream culture. However, there are some rappers who
perform conscious rap which reaches a mainstream audience and
successfully brings about much needed dialogue between
traditional, dominant opinions, and the challenger opinions of the
socially conscious hip-hop community--rappers like Common,
Nas, Lupe Fiasco, and most recently, Kendrick Lamar.
This kind of musical influence speaks to how heresy challenges
orthodoxy in a powerful way. Inner-city black American life
experiences profound struggles as it is so often rejected by the
orthodoxy of white America. This orthodox injustice is countered
by proud heresy in the form of hip-hop which has the power to
hold a mirror up to the dominant society and say, “Look at
yourself.”
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R E V I E W

Aronofsky’s Noah: The Silence of God as ‘Heresy’
Debbie Holloway, New York City
Author’s note: This review contains spoilers.
If you haven’t seen Noah yet, I recommend
giving it a watch before proceeding with this
essay!
Darren Aronofsky’s film Noah was
released in theatres on March 28th 2014
amid significant controversy. A
thoroughly 21st-century take on the ancient
biblical story, Noah is a bold and unusual
film, unsurprisingly alienating some and
enchanting others. Many American
Evangelicals found the movie
controversial and even condemned it
before it premiered. Evangelicals
expressed outrage and disgust that a
beloved biblical story would be adapted
by a non-Christian, such as Darren
Aronofsky. There was also much
skepticism that the film would be
“Hollywood-ized,” featuring too much
extra-biblical artistic license. Surely, the
consensus was clear, the film would be
“heretical.”

The rage and cries of “blasphemy,”
however, stemmed from something
deeper, some place more mysterious. It
seemed to come from the character and
integrity of Noah himself—a revered
patriarch portrayed cinematically as a
flawed, even tragic figure—and from the
uncertainty surrounding Noah’s
relationship with the Creator.
This leads us to what the Noah film and the
shock following its release tell us about
Evangelicals, especially those of a more
fundamentalist persuasion. What disgusts
and troubles this particular brand of
Christian? What makes them afraid?

During the years bookending Noah’s
release, I worked as an editor for
Crosswalk.com, one of the largest websites
in the conservative Christian media.
During that time, I was in a unique
position to witness firsthand the unbridled
angst and fury toward Noah by not only
our readership, but readers throughout the
online Evangelical world.

Noah is a film that deals with the silence of
God. I propose that this aspect of the film is
what elicited the visceral hate and protest
from American Evangelicals. Noah
suggests that God can be hard to
understand and follow; that even our
revered prophets can misinterpret the will
of God; and, by that logic, that God is
enigmatic and sometimes silent when
what is needed most is a word or two from
him. Though none admitted this outright, I
noticed that this premise struck fear and
anger into the hearts of countless
Evangelicals during the period of the
film’s release, showing us that these
theological propositions are to be feared
and rejected as heresy.

Vague predictions of “Hollywood-ization”
of Scripture soon gave way to very
different complaints after people had seen
the film. Some latched onto minor
elements, complaining that the film veered
into heavy-handed “environmentalist”
territory or protesting against the
evolution-inspired creation sequence. Of
course, since the biblical account of Noah
consists only of a few paragraphs,
Aronofsky had to add to the film a
significant number of plot elements,
inspired by other biblical accounts,
alternative readings of the story, and
concepts found in Jewish Midrash, the
apocryphal Book of Enoch, and other
ancient texts, all of which confused and
offended many viewers.

He may be an agnostic, but Darren
Aronofsky did not create an agnostic
world in Noah. God’s existence is
presumed from the prologue. Evidence of
his power is seen in the stone-covered
Watchers (Aronofsky’s interpretation of
the Nephilim): their memory of having
lived in favor with the Creator, and their
visible punishment for disobedience in
coming to Earth to be with humans.
Evidence of God’s plans is seen in Noah’s
visions and dreams, and later through
miracles. The Creator is going to judge the
world through water, as Noah sees in his
vision—and it happens. He believes his
task is to save the animals, and the animals
flock to the ark. Even the descendants of
Cain, violent men who abuse creation and
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seek power know that the Creator exists they merely pay no heed to him.
So, this is not a world that questions the
existence of God. But it is a world in chaos
grappling with the silence of God in the
face of humanity’s growing wickedness.
When we first meet him, Noah seems to
have a more genuine connection with the
Creator than any living being. He leads his
family in a simple, nonviolent lifestyle,
caring for animals (rather than hunting
them) and gathering only necessary
resources from the earth. After Noah
dreams of destruction by flood, he is
confused, knowing he has had a vision
inspired by the Creator but unsure of the
specifics of his task.
The first sign of heresy, perhaps, appears
here. Noah’s story is told through his own
eyes.
Those familiar with the Genesis story of
the flood will remember that Noah does
not speak throughout the biblical account.
In fact, there is no dialogue at all. The story
is told in third person summary, with
interjections from God as he imparts his
divine plan to Noah.
From a logical and artistic perspective it
would be impossible to make a movie
without dialogue. Instead, Aronofsky
shows us the world from Noah’s point of
view. Perhaps, the filmmaker suggests,
God spoke to Noah through dim visions.
Perhaps this antediluvian, mythic world
was soaked in mystery and magic, and
Noah needed guidance on how to
interpret these prophecies.
But for a community committed to biblical
literalism and inerrancy, this is one step
toward heresy. There is no room for
conjecture of this kind in Evangelical
Christianity. There is no room for
“perhaps,” even, apparently, in an artistic
rendition of the story. From here, things
only get more uncomfortable for
Evangelicals.
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do). Noah is not supposed to be baffled by
the silence of God (like we are).
Things come to a head when it turns out
that Ila, Noah’s adopted daughter and
barren wife to Shem, miraculously
becomes pregnant. Noah previously
believed that the hard choices were over
for them, but a new life wasn’t supposed
to be in the picture. After so much death
and destruction, Noah was convinced it
had to be the Creator’s will for humanity
to become extinct. If Ila’s child is female,
Noah explains, if the child could someday
“be a mother” - she must die “at the
moment of her birth.”

For most of the film, Noah is convinced
that the Creator intends to destroy
mankind altogether to make way for a new
world populated only by animals. Noah
explains to his wife, three sons, and barren
adopted daughter that they will
accomplish their task to save the animals,
and then they will be the last specimens of
the human race before its extinction. Of
course, in Genesis, God audibly tells Noah
that his family is being spared “because I
have found you righteous in this
generation” (7:1), and while he never
explicitly commands Noah to repopulate
the earth until after they alight from the ark
post-flood, the story is straightforward
with no hint of tension or confusion on
Noah’s part.
According to Gregory Alan Thornbury at
The Gospel Coalition
“[T]he film entirely misses the
covenantal structure of the Noah story.
In the text, God clearly sets his love
upon Noah as an expression of grace.
Through Noah, a righteous man, the
entire family is saved. Never is there any
hint in the Bible that Noah or those he
loved were ever in jeopardy.”
For Evangelicals watching Noah,
everything rested on this. God’s will was
supposed to be “clear.” In the Bible, there
was “never a hint” of disaster for the
prophet, let alone the possibility of
complete extinction of the human race.
Noah is not supposed to struggle with
difficult choices (like we do). Noah is not
supposed to question and doubt (like we
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This murderous resolution (while it never
came to fruition) soundly infuriated
Evangelical audiences. In the weeks
following the film’s release, Noah’s titular
character was routinely lambasted as a
“whackjob,” “filicidal maniac,” and
“psychotic” by Christian pastors, critics,
and laypersons alike, specifically over his
declaration to kill the unborn child.
In an article for a major Christian
magazine, Christianity Today, Dr. Jerry
Johnson remarks,
“It is hard to reconcile this character
with the ‘righteous’ man described in
Genesis 6 or the man of ‘faith’ described
in Hebrews 11.”
But why? After all, it’s not the case that
Evangelical Christians consider
righteousness to be incompatible with
violence. Divine justice is never questioned
when the people of Israel are urged to
wage holy war in the Hebrew Bible. Even
Abraham, a man who came just as close to
killing a child in God’s name, is rarely
critiqued by Evangelicals the way they
spoke out against Noah. This is because the
real problem does not lie in Noah’s
filicidal thoughts.
Abraham is praised while Aronofsky’s
Noah is denounced because, in the biblical
narrative, Abraham has clearly heard God
command him to sacrifice his son Isaac as
a test of faith. Conversely, in the cinematic
rendition of Noah, he merely believes that
God wants the human race to die out,
because that is the way he interprets his
visions.
When he learns that Ila is with child, he
cannot contain his anger, and he rushes to
the deck of the ark. “Please, I can’t do this.

Tell me I don’t need to do this,” he pleads
with his Creator. The water swirls. The sky
is iron and stony and, of course, silent.
“Why do you not answer me?” He begs
God to affirm his intentions. But there is
no burning bush. There is no pillar of fire.
There is not (yet) a rainbow. He is met
only with silence.
It is only after he chooses to spare Ila’s
twin daughters, only after they disembark
and start life over, that the Creator smiles
down on them with majestic rainbows. It is
only after Ila suggests that perhaps the
Creator wanted Noah himself to decide
whether humanity was worth saving, that
Noah emerges from his depression and
begins to find peace with his family.
Nothing is easy or simple in Aronofsky’s
Noah. It is no child’s bedtime story.
Questions are hard and answers
sometimes don’t come at all. For many
Evangelicals, these elements pushed the
film over the edge into unforgivable
heresy. To question the assumption that
our religious prophets always heard God’s
counsel clearly and unmistakably is
unforgivable. Because if God is a bad
communicator, then doubt would be cast
on everything: our traditions, our daily
practices, and especially the way we read
and interpret scripture. For all their talk of
depravity and sinful nature, the backlash
against Noah makes it seem like
Evangelicals have a deep need for biblical
prophets to be indisputably righteous,
handing down the perfect will of God free
of doubt or confusion. Did, perhaps, the
prophet in Aronofsky’s Noah look a little
too much like us instead? Do we see
ourselves in his fear? In his relentless,
destructive fervor, and his willingness to
sacrifice his own family on the altar of his
interpretation of God’s will?
At its core, Noah is a work of art created by
a man who clearly struggles, or has
struggled, with the mystery and silence of
a divine Creator. And even those of us
who are believers—do we not face this
same struggle every day? Do we not also
fling our hands to the sky and cry out,
“Why do you not answer me?”
And therein lies the problem. The film
brings the prophet’s experience too close
to home.
Debbie Holloway writes, creates, searches
and lives in Brooklyn, New York
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The Impossibility of Belief: Review of Lucas Hnath’s The Christians,
Playwrights Horizons, 416 West 42nd St. New York City
Gregory Erickson, New York University
Religion and theater have a relationship that predates both
Broadway and Christianity, but it is one that has in recent years
become more present (both on and off Broadway). From the comic
blockbusters Book of Mormon and An Act of God to the more
cerebral Passion Play by Sarah Ruhl and The Testament of Mary by
Colm Toibin, religious narratives and themes have drawn a lot of
attention in the New York City theater scene. Part of the appeal
for the more serious explorations is the essentially theatrical
nature of the religious service; the parallels and boundaries
between a Christian service and a secular theater are obviously
inviting for a creative playwright or director. Passion Play, for
example, was recently staged in a former church in Brooklyn. In
the just opened The Christians, written by Lucas Hnath and
directed by Les Waters at the Playwrights Horizons, the stage is
transformed into an evangelical church complete with a cross,
pulpit, and a full gospel choir. The resulting tension—Church or
theater? Audience or congregation? Sermon or monologue?—
allowed the play to effectively explore questions of belief, faith,
and practice in ways unique to theatrical performance.
Although I imagine that the response was quite different when the
play was presented recently in the American South. In front of a
New York City audience the reaction was initially informed by a
kind of assumed and ironic agnosticism. The audience seemed
prepared to inhabit this position even before the play began. A
chalkboard in the lobby asks visitors to respond to two questions:
on the left side, “What faith did you grow up with?” and on the
right, “Have your beliefs changed?” Looking at the comments
suggested a progression from left to right—a strong echo of the
enlightenment driven secularization thesis in which we may be
born into a faith, but “evolve” into more rational, less religious
individuals. Other poster boards asked audience members to
answer questions like “How often do you attend a house of
worship?” and although there was little activity other than
curiosity around the boards the night I attended the play, the
results also suggested a “secular” audience. Even printed signs
above the urinals in the men’s room offered mostly skeptical
thoughts “On Faith,” although mine was the poet Mary Oliver’s
“Keep some room in your heart for the unimaginable,” an idea
that would play an important role in the production.
But if we expect the play to be only a warning against blind faith
and a critique of the politics of an evangelical mega church, then
Hnath plays us like a Protestant electric organ. The very opening
of the play puts the audience in an uneasy position: Are we
supposed to clap along with the gospel choir? And a few audience
members respectfully, if slightly, lowered their heads or eyes with
the first words of the play, “let us pray,” and the opening sermon.
The basic plot revolves around the central character of Pastor
Paul, whose large, rapidly growing church has just finished
paying for a major renovation, and the division among his
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congregation that results from this opening sermon; those
divisions play out in a series of beautifully written and intense
dialogues between the pastor and an associate pastor, a church
elder, the pastor’s wife, and a congregant. The sermon—crafted
around an anecdote about a young non-Christian sacrificing his
life running into a burning building to save his younger sister—is
a call for the church to shift away from a belief in a literal Hell and
towards universal salvation. The opening invites a comparison to
evangelical preacher Rob Bell and his controversial 2011 best
seller, Love Wins: A Book About Heaven, Hell, and the Fate of Every
Person Who Ever Lived, a book that also argued for the nonexistence of hell and for universal salvation, and that was
immediately labeled by major evangelical figures as a “souldestroying heresy.” And while the word heresy is not used in the
play, the specific arguments that surrounded the release of Bell’s
book—could Gandhi be in Hell? Could Hitler be in Heaven?—are
specifically employed in The Christians. The play, while it is at
times topical and at other times hermeneutical, is less about
American evangelical churches or about a theological or religious
schism, as it is an exploration of the nature and practice of belief
itself. Each character ultimately finds him or herself grappling
with the same questions publically and privately: What does it
mean to believe and why do I believe what I think I do? What
does it mean if what I believe changes—am I still the same person
then? Do I have any control over what I believe or about changing
my beliefs? The play is as much rooted in Kierkegaard and
Montaigne as it is in Rob Bell and Rick Warren.
Although we are initially encouraged to identify with Pastor
Paul’s opening sermon as representing a move in the same
direction as the chalkboard in the lobby—away from what we
may see as unsophisticated fundamentalism and cruel judgmental
belief—as one character after another challenges the Pastor, our
sympathies shift and we become just as confused as the characters
on stage. A young woman from the congregation asks the pastor if
the hypothetical murderer of her child would go to heaven.
Would they all be happily together in the afterlife: her boyfriend,
her child, the child’s murderer, and her? Pastor Paul’s wife—who
disagrees with his new theology and wants to separate from his
church, but still wants to be his wife—wonders who she will be if
she can compromise or change her beliefs in order to stay with the
man she loves. Pastor Paul’s former associate pastor tells him that
he has to believe in hell because he saw it in his dying mothers’
eyes; as much as he might want to, he cannot will himself to
unbelieve in it.
In some ways, the play is a demonstration of what historian Brad
Gregory has called the Unintended Reformation, since the
Protestant core principles of the priesthood of all believers and of
sola Scriptura (or the sufficiency of scripture alone) have led to a
distrust in the ecclesiastical authorities and biblical interpreters
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that have produced such a bewildering array of competing
Christian truths. In another way, the play is a modern version of
the ancient debate between Moses and Aaron, between Moses’s
transcendent God of mystery and Aaron’s immanent God of
presence. Pastor Paul—like Mary Oliver in my pre-theater urinal
reading—wants his God and his heaven to be unimaginable, to be
beyond anything a human mind is capable of envisioning. For
many of his parishioners, like Aaron and the ancient Israelites,
this is too abstract of an idea to hold a church together.
By the end of the play, there is no ascendant personality or
theology, no discernable winning position or message. Each
character is heroic and flawed in his or her own way, and they all

struggle publicly over their private and conflicted beliefs. The
play emphasizes this tension by having all of the conversations
delivered through hand-held microphones, including an intimate
conversation between the pastor and his wife in bed and Pastor
Paul’s solitary and anguished prayer. In its exploration of
heterodoxy and schism, the play implicitly suggests that religion
is more about what we do than what we profess; perhaps that
realization is what escapes each of the characters in the play.
While the flyer for the show announces it as an “unflinching look”
at faith’s power to “unite or divide,” the play is more about the
torturous nature of belief itself—and the impossibility of finding a
way, public or private, in a church or a theater, of fully grasping
this mysterious human practice.

Playwright Lucas Hnath. Photo by Zack DeZon.
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SNL’s Djesus Uncrossed: Blasphemy or Theological Criticism?
John Daniel Holloway, III, Union Theological Seminary
After Quentin Tarantino’s fictional
historical revenge films Inglourious Basterds
and Django Unchained, Saturday Night Live
performed a sketch with Christoph Waltz
as “Djesus Uncrossed,” a fictional version
of Jesus who instead of teaching peace and
self-sacrificial love, emerges from his tomb
eager to exact revenge on his Roman
enemies. The question the sketch poses is
this: “What if the story of Jesus was told by
Tarantino?”
What might merely be seen as a spoof of
the Jesus story (and a comic homage to
Tarantino’s violent films), ends up being a
vehicle for biting theological criticism. It is
a rare occasion in which Jesus is used as a
comical figure, but while it might be
construed as blasphemous in some way,
this heterodox depiction of Jesus could
actually be viewed as making the
theological statement that Jesus’ life,
teaching, and death on the cross are
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incompatible with violence and revenge.
And while assuming that Jesus was nonviolent might not seem radical, to some
evangelicals, it really is.
Mark Driscoll, former pastor of Mars Hill
Church in Seattle, WA, is a prime example
of an evangelical preacher who has no
problem thinking of Jesus as vengeful and
violent. He stated for instance that “Jesus is
a pride-fighter with a tattoo down his leg, a
sword in his hand, and the commitment to
make someone bleed.” He then added,
“That is a guy I can worship. I cannot
worship the hippie, diaper, halo Christ
because I cannot worship a guy I can beat
up.” Driscoll often enjoys stating his
objection to the “sissy boy” and “wuss”
that he sees people worshiping in church,
whom he describes as “a Richard
Simmons, hippie, queer Christ,” a
“neutered and limp-wristed popular Sky

Fairy of pop culture that . . . would never
talk about sin or send anyone to hell.”
On the contrary, Driscoll says, “Jesus was a
dude.” A google search of Driscoll’s
concept of this macho man Jesus will bring
up dozens of colorful quotes in which
Driscoll demeans a gentle, peaceful
understanding of Jesus and passionately
champions him as a “man’s man,” a
testosterone-filled, ultra-masculine “dude”
with a hot temper and a pugnacious
spirit—which, you will not be surprised to
find, also describes Driscoll’s own
personality.
The comedy in SNL’s “Djesus Uncrossed”
springs from the blatant incongruity of the
Tarantino Jesus when compared with the
impression of Jesus presented in the New
Testament. The latter is peaceful, selfsacrificing and loving. The former is
violent and vengeful, with a “commitment
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to make someone bleed.” In essence, the
SNL sketch gives us a picture of Driscoll’s
macho man Jesus. “No more Mr. Nice
Jesus,” is what “Djesus” says in the
comedy sketch, and what Driscoll claims in
all seriousness.
Interestingly, there were factions of firstcentury Jews who longed for the kind of
Jesus that the SNL sketch depicts. After the
Romans took control of Judah from the
Maccabeans, there were Jews who hoped
for another revolt, an overthrow of the
Roman Empire akin to the Maccabean
revolt against the Greek empire. In the first
century, this group eventually became
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known as the Zealots. Contrary to Reza
Aslan’s recent publication Zealot: The Life
and Times of Jesus of Nazareth, most
historical Jesus scholars agree that Jesus
was no zealot. Historical Jesus schcoalrs
Dale Allison and John Dominic Crossan,
who in many ways are often on opposite
ends of the historical Jesus spectrum, both
agree that Jesus more likely taught peace
and rejected the use of violence.
The brilliance of the SNL sketch is that it
can serve as a vehicle for theological
criticism. Like Woody Allen, Ricky
Gervais, and Louis C.K., the SNL writers
noticed comedy’s potential for conveying

serious thoughts about faith in a humorous
fashion. In this case, SNL critiqued the
concept of a violent Jesus in its assumption
that it is ridiculous to think of Jesus’
willing submission to a crucifixion he did
not deserve—coupled with his notions of
loving your enemies and turning the other
cheek—as compatible with vengeful
violence. Hence the hyper-zealot depiction
of Jesus in the SNL sketch is both satirizing
the thesis that Jesus was a zealot, as well as
pointing out the sheer absurdity of
reconciling pro-gun and violent fanaticism
with the Christian message of love and
compassion.
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H E R E T I C

Giordano Bruno
Ed Simon, Lehigh University
According to the Italian, the English were just as unimpressed with
him as he was with them. On an Ash Wednesday in 1583 they sat in
this dark-wood paneled dining room, tapestries keeping out the
chill of late winter even as the cold couldn’t help but enter through
the lead paned window with its multicolored glass diamonds. The
Italian’s thin, stubbly black beard, his olive complexion and his
shaggy dark hair that had grown out from his tonsure distinguished
him from the gathering of fair skinned courtiers who had invited
him to supper. Giordano Bruno, of Nola, born in the shadow of
Vesuvius and raised on the peaches and lemons which grew in her
fertile soil, and whose intellectual training was in Naples’
monasteries and chaotic streets, was very far from home here in
damp, dark London. Chief among the English was Fulk Greville,
author of arguably the first biography in English, who was perhaps
dressed in his imposing ruffled Elizabethan collar and the rich
satins and velvets of the aristocratic class. Greville was close friends
with Sir Philip Sidney, who admired Bruno and who the Nolan
dedicated a book to. Yet despite his affection for noble Sidney, for
the cosmopolitan Bruno, who true to the humanist maxim had
made wherever he happened to be residing at that moment his
home, still found the English to be “disrespectful, uncivil, rough,
rustic, savage and badly brought up.” While he disparaged their
uncouth table manners and their inability to clean themselves
before and after they ate, the Englishmen found Bruno to be obtuse
and pretentious, answering his declarations about Copernicanism
with snotty rejoinders quoted from Erasmus. And yet, in Bruno’s
fictionalized dialogue Ash Wednesday Supper, which recounts the
dinner, and which appropriated the form and structure of Plato’s
Symposium and married it to the vulgar, obscene, practical and
endlessly creative Neapolitan dialect of his youth, Bruno expressed
some of the most sublime metaphysical speculation of the sixteenth
century. It is as if Pulcinella, the clown of commedia dell’arte, were
suddenly able to declare with utmost sophistication and beauty the
infinite nature of the universe.
Almost exactly seventeen years later and also on an Ash
Wednesday, the short former monk would find himself naked,
chained to a bundle of cut faggots, with one spike pierced through
both his cheeks and another one finishing a cross through his lips.
Here, in the Campo de Fiori – the Roman “Field of Flowers” – he
had finally returned to his homeland and faced Brunneleschi’s
massive and still unfinished dome as he was immolated upon the
twigs in the last year of the sixteenth century. For what was the
Nolan philosopher burned? He was executed for what the Church
feared was printed in his dozens of books, spoken through his
lectures at the top universities of Europe from Padua to Oxford, and
scratched in the very margins of his personal library, composed as it
was with the infernal list that is the Index Librorum Prohibitorum.
For several months in 1593 he was imprisoned by the relatively
liberal Venetian Inquisition – the Doge always eager to keep his
independence from the Pope – and then possibly tortured for the
next seven months in the dungeons of the Tor di Nona by the
Roman Inquisition (for which no records survive, lost in the
Napoleonic conquests). Bruno was made a martyr for his beliefs –
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Giordano Bruno
Portrait from "Livre du recteur" (1578).

but it remains difficult to specify what those beliefs were. Witnesses
of the prosecution (and there was only a prosecution) claimed that
he abjured Christianity, that in his earliest days as a friar in Naples
he denied the Trinity, stripped his monastic cell of all but a crucifix
(reminding his superiors of those Protestant iconoclasts beyond the
Alps), that he defended the fourth century heretic Arius, that he had
consorted with and attended services amongst the Lutherans and
Calvinists in the great schismatic capitals, that he had bragged
about trying to start his own Rosicrucian religion, and that there
were already cells amongst that swayable people in Switzerland
and Germany who were attracted to Bruno’s Hermetic faith with its
blend of Christianity and the occult, his mythology equally familiar
with Thoth and Apollo as it was with Christ. A man who had been
imprisoned with Bruno in Venice was brought forth as a witness to
the many blasphemies in word and heresies in thought which the
Nolan had supposedly uttered as he awaited trial. The prisoner – a
cleric himself – claimed that Bruno denied that “bread transmutes
into flesh” and “that he is an enemy to the Mass, that no religion
pleases him” and that he claimed “that Christ was a wretch…. [and]
that Christ….. was a magician.” This witness stated that while
awaiting his trial Bruno often ironically compared himself to Christ,
and claimed that the Son of God was no better than any of the
prisoners, for even Christ wished to resist his execution during that
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human moment at Gethsemane. Sometimes the blasphemy was less
sophisticated than that – sometimes in rage and frustration the
philosopher would scream at God the Father “I despise you, fucked
cuckhold, done and undone!” But Bruno also said more sublime
things that for all their beauty enraged the Church no less, for he
believed that “…the world is eternal and that there are infinite
worlds.”
Like Erasmus, whose books he had hid in his monastic cell when he
was young, he made no single town his home, but rather the whole
of a rapidly disintegrating Christendom was his study. From a
provincial settlement some thirty miles from Naples – which at the
time ranked among one of the largest cities in the world – he would
travel to, write in, and teach at universities in Paris, Venice, London,
Geneva, Oxford, Prague, Wittenberg, Venice and Padua. He would
meet the crowned heads of Europe – Henri III of France who
witnessed the violence of the St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre
when the Seine was bloodied by the martyred Huguenots –
Elizabeth of England who for some time seemed to offer the
promise of toleration to persecuted Bruno but whose via media was
more a Machiavellian strategy than an intellectual position – and
Rudolf II of Prague whose court was filled with not just jesters and
magicians, but astronomers, and artists and always with that king’s
aching desire to pierce that shadow veil between the world as it
seems and the world as it is. On these journeys, over the course of a
short life of only a bit more than a decade of writing, he had printed
dozens of arguments, dialogues, plays, pamphlets, poems and even
instruction manuals with exotic titles such as The Song of Circe, The
Candlemaker, Ash Wednesday Supper, and On the Limitless and
Numberless. In his writing, his lectures, and his private tutoring
(for Henri III, among others) he argued for a strikingly original
interpretation of the universe. And what was this vision? For Bruno
reality did not end at the conclusion of the nine crystalline spheres
of the Ptolemaic world, no, it extended into pure infinity and was
aged on a scale of eternity rather than the prosaic few millennia that
Christendom believed in. In this immeasurable universe there are
other suns, with other planets, which have their own inhabitants;
and our reality is structured by atoms, and we are unified in our
compositional substance; and a God who is somewhere is
everywhere. In On the Immense he writes “Now, if you please, ask
me: Where is place, space, vacuum, time, body? In the universe.
Where is the universe? In every place, space, time, body. Is there
anything outside the universe? No. Why? Because there is no place
nor space nor motion nor body.”
It would be easy to read this as a scientific world view (and it often
and still is), but this would be a mistake. Bruno was conversant in
the emerging new science, but he was not a scientist. His was not an
empirical world – at least not exactly. For Bruno it was the
manipulation of numbers and symbols, memory and word, which
generated knowledge of the cosmos. It is true that he embraced
Copernicus’ heliocentrism, but not necessarily because it simplified
complex calculations involving epicycle upon epicycle or because it
explained the retrograde motion of Mars, but rather because in
restoring the sun to the center of the solar system it gave due
reference to Apollo. “Sun, who alone bathes all things in light” as
Bruno said in his Apollonian hymn, his Copernicanism justified
more by a type of Neo-Paganism than by the telescope. Kepler, for
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all the witchy associations surrounding his condemned mother, or
Tycho Brahe even with his astrological ones, and certainly Galileo
(who sometimes seems so modern that he may be a refugee from
the future), all began to speak in the language of science. Bruno was
a hermeticist however; his unseen forces were not things like
gravity but substances of a more occult sort. Bruno’s laboratory was
not Brahe’s Danish island observatory espying the supernova of
1572, but rather the libraries of Italian occultism. He was the
embodiment of the mystical, otherworldly, transcendent
perspective of men from the previous century like Giovani Pico
della Mirandola or Marsilio Ficino, or even Plethon who still
worshiped the gods of old, and who attended that Medici funded
Florentine conclave in 1438 which was the closest the Catholic
Church ever came to suturing that amputation from the Greek east.
None of this is to disparage the Nolan – far from it. It is merely to
explain that his was not a modern heresy, but rather a golden
thread of a heresy which Bruno believed stretched back to the
beginning. Bruno was thinking of that thrice-great Hermes, who the
Egyptians believed was baboon-faced Thoth, who first invented
writing and who the Christian kabbalists of Florence and Prague
believed had even taught Moses in his youth, when Bruno wrote
that “…Egypt is the image of heaven, and to state it more clearly,
the colony of all things that are governed and exercised in heaven.”
By believing that reality could be infinite, and that time could be
eternal, Bruno did not justify his beliefs through science, yet he still
may have been right. And regardless, his vision remains beautiful.
The question is still unanswered: what was Bruno a martyr for? It’s
been a cliché for centuries that he was the original sacrifice for the
new science, a scape-goat delivered by the hands of a backward and
superstitious church. But none of it is as easy as that, for as I have
said, Bruno was not a scientist. And his own biography denies that
he had a personal opposition to the very church which would
ultimately condemn him; after his excommunication, Bruno
attended Mass every week (and when he was in non-Catholic
countries, he attended the services of those lands), yet faithfully and
respectfully he abstained from the Eucharist according to the terms
of his expulsion from the Church.
Several times in his life he tried to have the bill of excommunication
reversed, pleading with confessors that he be readmitted, but these
cases can only be nullified by a bishop or the pope. In 1889, a group
of Italian free-thinkers emboldened by the anti-clericalism of
Garibaldi’s Risorgimento commissioned the sculptor Ettore Ferrari
to place a statue of the Nolan in the Campo de Fiori as a monument
to early science and secularism. In his hooded cowl, which the
historical Bruno had not actually worn for many years, and that
made him look like a character from one of Mathew Lewis’ gothic
novels, the Nolan seemed to face the direction of the Vatican with
an aspect of accusation. At least that’s how his directional stance
has usually been interpreted. Who is to say that the look on his face
isn’t one of longing?
It is an inconvenient fact that while Bruno was certainly a heretic in
his day, he’d remain one today as well, albeit one not sacrificed in a
public square. In the sixteenth century he perhaps naively and
unintentionally maneuvered himself outside the strictures of
normative Christianity. But today his strange world-view and his
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esoteric epistemology would mark him as separate from the
prevailing view of scientific naturalism. Despite the contemporary
declarations that canonize Giordano Bruno as a martyr for science,
he was not a positivist. There was not yet a “science” as we
understand it today. The Renaissance is a foreign and confusing
nation. Its laws are different from ours; its rules are different from
ours; its thoughts and dreams are different from ours. The past
speaks not just a different language, but the very definitions of
words are different.

Bruno lived in a twilight world, not quite antiquity and not quite
modernity. He was a martyr for something other than modernity or
science. He was a martyr for something else. In his own words his
belief was that there was a “harmony with all nature, and… a
general philanthropy by which we love even our enemies, lest we
become like brutes and barbarians, and are transformed into his
image who makes his sun rise over good and bad, and pours out a
rain of grace upon the just and the unjust.” Perhaps Bruno was a
martyr for a faith that was not yet ready to be born? But in the end,
he was a martyr of something. And maybe that, in its own way, is
enough.

Notes:
All translations come from Ingrid Rowland’s excellent Giordano Bruno: Philosopher/Heretic (Chicago, 2009).
An extended version of this essay is concurrently appearing in Polaris, a publication of the Journal of the Northern Renaissance, under the
title Exile in that Infinity.
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Catholicism and Heresy
Geremy Carnes, Lindenwood University
Writing this third installment of
exCommunicated’s Teaching Corner, I
can’t help but notice a pattern. Bella
Tendler in our inaugural issue and
Bernard Schweizer in our second issue
relate anecdotes from their histories as
teachers of heretical ideas and texts. In
both their articles they are expressive of
their passion for their subject and for their
teaching, but they also focus on
disappointing or emotionally trying
experiences. This installment continues
that trend. Oddly, I find this attention to
insoluble problems in a column on
teaching refreshing. Most such columns
proffer advice with assurance, or at worst
describe a struggle that is ultimately
overcome. The genre of the teaching
column is supposed to be comedy, not
tragedy. It acts as an affirming nod
between teachers that, yes, we know what
we are doing. There is something daring—
we might even say, heretical—about a
teaching column that dwells on our sense
of failure or helplessness in the classroom.
I think that a panel on teaching is in order
at the next ISHS conference. I have a
feeling it will be revelatory.

of Restoration and eighteenth-century
English literature. However, I focus on
literature by and about Catholics, whose
religion was a legally proscribed heresy in
England under a government dominated
by Church of England adherents. In most
of my research and teaching, then, I treat a
religious community which is today
practically symbolic of the very concept of
orthodoxy as heretical. The doctrines and
practices which rendered it heretical—
transubstantiation, the veneration of
saints, the use of images, belief in
Purgatory, papal authority—remain its
doctrines today, and are thus relatively
familiar to (if often misunderstood by)
most Americans. And its most prominent
internal heresy in the eighteenth century
(Quietism) appears to modern eyes as
harmless mysticism that could hardly
have been worth all the fuss. What all of
this means in the classroom is that it is
very difficult to get students to actually
understand Catholicism as early modern
Protestants understood it, i.e. as a looming
danger to society and government, as an
insidious threat to personal and national
salvation—in short, as heresy.

My interest in heresy is less direct than
that of many of the Society’s other
members. I am first and foremost a scholar

Of course, many American students from
Protestant backgrounds consider
Catholicism to be a heretical religion.
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(Schweizer’s contribution to this column
in our last issue focused on a
confrontation with such a student.) But in
my experience, even students from faiths
that deny that Catholicism is a legitimate
form of Christianity have sufficiently
internalized the notion of religious
pluralism that they do not feel actively
threatened by Catholicism or its doctrines.
(This is in contrast to Islam, which many
students do feel threatened by, citing fearmongering “journalists” who claim that
parts of the United States are now under
the rule of Sharia law). Students expect
heterodoxy to be exotic. Catholicism is just
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too familiar for most Protestant students
to view it as heretical, just as most
Catholic students are unlikely to apply the
label of “heresy” to Protestant religions.
Raised in an era of denominationalism, the
various sects of Christianity appear to
them as worthy, or at least permissible,
belief systems.
This is good news for our society. It does,
however, make teaching the literature and
culture of early modern England very
difficult. I was drawn to the study of the
Restoration and eighteenth century
because of this period’s intellectual and
cultural ferment. Nowhere is this
dynamism more evident than in matters
of religion. Over the course of a century
and a half, England transformed from a
millenarian commonwealth into an
Anglican oligarchy and finally into the
more or less modern British nation state—
one that ceased to try to force the
consciences of its subjects. In the eyes of
elite Protestants, Catholicism transforms
from the country’s greatest internal threat
into just another dissenting sect (by the
1780s, even many Catholics preferred the
government to think of them as
“Protesting Catholic Dissenters”).
After a century of civil wars and
revolutions fought over religion, the
British government responded to the
French Revolution by making common
cause with all Christians against political
radicalism. While I am critical of
traditional historical narratives that posit
the eighteenth century as a secular age,
there is no denying that at least among the
country’s elite (both Protestant and
Catholic), a major paradigm shift took
place in this period with regard to
perceptions of religious heterodoxy and
assumptions about how a government and
a society should respond to it. The
eighteenth century was not a secular
century, but among the upper classes it
was a secularizing century.
For the magnitude of this transformation
to be apparent, one must understand that
fear of Catholic heresy was woven into the
very fabric of seventeenth-century English
Protestant culture. It is here that I struggle
in my courses. Students have a very
difficult time accepting that reasonable
human beings could understand the
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world outside of the secular framework
that has governed the Western worldview
for most of the past two hundred years. In
the eighteenth-century literature survey
course I am currently teaching, when we
began to draw our time in the Restoration
to a close I asked my class to tell me their
perceptions of religious conflict in the
period. What was I hoping they would
say? In an ideal world, I would like them
to at least acknowledge the alien nature of
many of these conflicts without dismissing
them. Perhaps with some encouragement,
a few students might demonstrate an
awareness (however difficult to articulate)
that the English in this period perceived
the divine as imminent in the world, and
that imminence required a different
relationship with the divine—and a
different relationship with those perceived
to be enemies of the divine—than that of
even very devout modern Westerners.
What responses did I actually receive?
Some said that the religious
disagreements were all about “power”
and “politics,” which certainly
demonstrated some insight, connecting
the religious conflicts to the various
political conflicts in the period we had
discussed. Yet they were unknowingly
echoing most early-to-mid-twentiethcentury scholarship on the period, the
authors of which shared their difficulty in
imagining that anyone could really take
all of this religious mumbo-jumbo
seriously. Others said that the
disagreements were “familiar,” little
different from the arguments about
religion they saw in their Facebook feeds.
One student said (with others nodding in
agreement) that it was all “nitpicky.” “I
believe they took it seriously, though” he
assured me, which of course meant that he
could not take it seriously. After
discussing early modern religious conflict
for three weeks, I still found that many of
my students thought that the entire
population of Restoration England was
either hiding political ambition behind
their religious rhetoric or were just too
deluded to realize they were fighting over
pointless doctrines. It would seem that the
process of secularization that played out
over the course of the next century or two
was simply a matter of the English people
finally wising up.

Part of the problem lies with the canon.
The processes that produced the
eighteenth-century canon carefully
winnowed serious religious content out of
it, lest it upset certain strongly held
assumptions about the secular character of
the period. (Thus, Milton’s great poems of
theodicy somehow became Renaissance
texts despite being written in the 1660s
and 70s). The only Restoration poetry on
religion students are likely to find in their
anthologies is by the likes of the Earl of
Rochester and John Dryden—men who,
for much of their lives at least, did
consider theological controversy so much
nitpicking, but who were hardly
representative of their age. Even when
supplemented with handouts of religious
poetry, the impression of an age cynical
toward religion suggested by our
anthology is hard to overcome.
My students will be moving on from the
Restoration into the eighteenth century
proper next week. I know from past
experience that it is easier to convince
them of the sincerity of eighteenth-century
writers’ beliefs precisely because their
writings tend to be tamer on the subject of
religion. Students seem to resist believing
that Christians will kill each other over
matters of religious dogma, but they can
accept that Christians will oppress each
other over it. The subtle, stubborn
Catholicism of Alexander Pope, the
careful positioning of Daniel Defoe’s
dissent, the satirical bulwark protecting
Jonathan Swift’s Anglicanism—these are
things they can attune themselves to. But
accepting the sincerity of these men’s
beliefs is a far different thing from taking
seriously their religious disagreements. I
know that I am naïve for hoping that my
students can become excited and
thoughtful about early modern theological
disputes in an eighteenth-century
literature general survey course. It would
be hard enough to reach the kind of
breakthrough I desire in a course focused
specifically on early modern religious
thought. The irony is, if my students are
unable to appreciate eighteenth-century
religious dynamics, their incapacity is
largely the result of those dynamics, which
eventually produced the secular
modernity they have so much difficulty
seeing as a product of historical
contingency.
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